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1 Introduction
Steve Hitchins
When Chris Leslie invited me to pull together and edit a New Local Government
Network publication consisting of a number of Liberal Democrat contributions to
the continuing debate in Localism and Neighbourhoods, I was both flattered and
concerned.
Flattered to be asked both for the Liberal Democrats and for myself because this
is our political territory and in all my own direct experiences with ministers they
weren’t listening to our arguments and less to our experiences in delivering this
agenda. But concerned because I wasn’t as confident as I should have been that
we had something interesting, innovative and exciting to say in analysis, policy
development, and putting both into real practice. How wrong I was, foolish boy!
Just read these seminal contributions by an all-star cast. Be as ever impressed by
the breadth of David Boyle’s contribution to public policy and the challenges he
sets every elected Liberal Democrat. His contribution illustrates, better than
most critics of government policy, that unless you know the question you can’t
provide the answer.
Rejoice at Andrew Stunell’s overdue return to the front bench as the
Parliamentary Party’s Local Government lead. No one knows it better, listens
more and to his credit suffers fools less readily! Andrew’s contribution here
necessarily reflects the new policy initiative the Liberal Democrats are launching.
The challenge he addresses very well is to counter a government policy that has
not been articulated but which is wildly believed to reflect an irrational contempt
for elected local government.
In direct refutation of that, be bowled over by the achievement and justifiable
pride that Cathy Bakewell, John Shipley, Paul Tilsley and Richard Kemp bring to
delivering public services. Never again think that people who run councils are too
busy to be interested in developing Liberal Democrat policy or that they are just
doing the government’s bidding. Local government remains the one area of
public service where democratically elected representatives take decisions every
day that affect people’s lives in a very direct and accountable way. Radical,
innovative, exciting and when it works immensely fulfilling – these guys are
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delivering for their people. It is a very powerful drug and we are blessed to have
them and all their councillor colleagues.
And Richard Kemp whose understanding and experience of local government is
beyond comparison, of course, leaves us with challenges for the future. As you
will pick up when you read his contribution he remains Leader of the Opposition.
Never satisfied, encouraging us no matter how good the initiative to do more and
better. Again let’s be proud of having as leader of the Liberal Democrats at the
Local Government Association someone who thinks about the issues.
I have tried in my own brief conclusion to pull together the threads of some very
powerfully-made points. I still hold the view that community politics policy,
referred to by Richard, led to the radical Tower Hamlets administration which,
whatever else you may think you know about it, changed local government
forever. I still maintain that one of my political heroes, Eric Flounders, has
affected the lives of more people than any other Liberal Democrat (bar two) since
the Second World War with the devolution of power in his mould breaking council
in 1986. Eric was the first Lib Dem Leader in Tower Hamlets and their radical
approach to devolving power went possibly further than any council has ever
gone before or since. Where they charged forwards hundreds of councils have
followed albeit more cautiously.
In case you haven’t worked it out the other two are of course William Beveridge
(and that report) and David Steel (with the Abortion Act).
We should be proud of our heritage, our record and now of our new policies and
practices. Both John Shipley and Andrew Stunell refer to the English core cities
group of Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle,
Nottingham and Sheffield. Nothing better puts the Lib Dem contribution to the
city-region debate in perspective. Of these eight councils three have Labour
Leaders, three have Lib Dem Leaders and two have Tory leaders (but both with
Lib Dem deputies). The political representation is 307 Labour, 273 Lib Dem and
87 Conservative. A similar shift is happening in central London Boroughs such as
Brent, Camden, Southwark and Islington, which now all have Liberal Democrat
council leaders while the incomparable Sally Hamwee appears to have been for
ever either Chair or Deputy Chair of the London Assembly – the only elected
regional government in the country.
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The brief but proud history of Liberal Democrats in leading this debate through
John Stuart Mill, William Gladstone and community politics resonates in Andrew
Stunell’s welcome to late arrivals to the Liberal Democrat Ball. Yes, this is our
policy territory and I hope you are as stimulated, encouraged and enthused as
both I and the contributors themselves so clearly are.
I am very grateful for the time and effort all have put into producing their
thoughts to a very tight timetable. Their views here are all their own and may not
be the public policy of the Liberal Democrats nor the New Local Government
Network, but I hope and believe they are all invaluable contributions to the
debate.
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